
SURECOVER TYPE CCA-GD

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION and USE

1. Installation

These instructions apply to the following model:  SCCA-GD

The size of the access cover has to fit the size of the shaft opening. Gaps around the frame can impair
the water-tightness and function of the access cover. The entire installation process has to take place
with the cover closed. The tray has to be screwed into the frame.

During the entire installation procedure (including joint sealing), the black protective tape has to
securely cover the hinge. This tape protects the hinge against concrete or traces of grouting material.
Please ensure that the hinge is protected with your own tape if the original tape has been removed
or if you have opened the cover during installation (not recommended).

A rim of bedding concrete with a waterproofing additive (important if water tightness is required)
should be applied around the opening. It should be at least the width of the frame.

This layer of concrete is absolutely necessary. The frame should never be directly set onto heat
insulation panels or similar.

The height of the concrete rim depends on the final height of the upper edge of the cover.

Please note: the upper edge of the access cover has to be flush with the finished floor level.

Place the access cover on the concrete rim and ensure that it is centered.

Place a spirit level on the access cover and lightly tap the access cover into place, using a piece of
wood to protect the metal sections.



Fill all voids in the bedding with concrete to prevent seepage and apply concrete around the outside,
smoothing it down and away from the frame.

There should be no gaps which impair water tightness or allow bending under strain.

After the bedding concrete has hardened, the tray may be filled:

Attach slabs or tiles fully (over the whole surface) with a suitable (suitable for metal surfaces!) tile
adhesive (MAPEI Keralastic). In the case of thin tiles or slabs, use waterproof building board to
compensate for the difference in height.

When the tile adhesive has hardened and the floor covering has been grouted, the cover can be
opened.

Remove the black tape above the hinge and ensure that no concrete overspill or grouting has
entered the gap around the hinge. If necessary, carefully remove such material from the hinge area,
otherwise the cover could be damaged the first time it is opened.

Now open the cover for the first time:

Remove plastic caps from the Allen screws and completely take out all of the screws in the cover
with the Allen key supplied.

Screw the Golden Key with lifting function into the threaded lifting point (until the cover rises about
2-3mm - no further), then remove the long Golden Key and lift up the cover using the short key. If
the cover is jammed, repeat this procedure with the other lifting points.

Now mount the supplied gas-lift struts as shown on the picture:

Please give these instructions for installation and usage to the user or client after installation has
been completed.



2. Safe use:

Opening:

Remove plastic caps from the Allen screws. Completely remove all the screws from the cover with
the Allen key supplied. Insert the short Lifting Key and lift up the cover.

If the cover is jammed: Insert the Golden Key with lifting function into the threaded lifting point (until
the cover rises 2-3 mm – no further) and then lift up the cover. If the cover doesn’t open, repeat this
procedure with other lifting points.

Safety tip:

The access cover is equipped with a safety device (hold open arm). Make sure that the hold open arm
is always engaged when the cover is open.

Closing:

To close the cover, hold the lid open firmly and release the hold open arm. Then close the cover
slowly using the screwed in lifting key.

3. Areas of use:

Surecover access covers are designed for horizontal installation with the tray facing upwards. Surecover
access covers must not be used as emergency exit trap doors.

Surecover access covers should principally be used in accordance with the recommendations in our
brochure. There are numerous additional applications which cannot be listed here. In such cases,
please ask your dealer or contact us directly.

Waterproofing:

Water tightness is particularly dependent on the sealing of the frame. If water tightness is essential
the frame has to be fully pressed into a rim of bedding concrete with a waterproofing additive (e.g.
epoxy mortar). Concrete with a waterproofing additive then also has to be applied to the sides of the
frame

The access covers themselves are equipped with EPDM seals. Experience shows that they are water
tight to a high degree (but NOT 100%).

We do NOT guarantee absolute water tightness for hinged models.


